ABOUT THE WEBINAR

The Aviation Industry faces a grand challenge every day with its excelling parameters for airfield and thus in turn passenger safety. Airfield ground lighting facilities plays a huge part in avoiding low visibility of the airfield thus assisting pilots in safe landing/takeoff. The benefit of photometric testing as per ICAO and FAA regulations is that it reduces maintenance costs and bring in assurance for safety. This interactive session will discuss how the Indian aviation industry could handle emerging safety issues and address it’s technical & skill-based challenges.


ESTEEMED SPEAKERS & INDUSTRY EXPERTS

ANSHUL JAIN

Mr. Anshul Jain has been a prominent personality in the sphere of Aviation support and solutions and airfield ground lighting technology. He has a wide experience of over 15 years providing his services for heavyweights like L&T and Honeywell. Currently he is the Sales & Marketing Director at Vardhaman Airports SLP. Participants can expect an elaborate and extended view on the subject & business possibilities.

REGISTER NOW!!!